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SUMMARY
Regulations in safety and fuel efficiency are putting more and more pressure on the Automotive Industry to move towards lightweight solutions. Consequently, innovative research and a 3G engineering approach (gage, grade and geometry) has led to a number of alternatives for commonly used steels and designs. Aluminum alloys, press hardened steels,
advanced and ultra-high strength steels (AHSS and UHSS) and carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) have displaced
commonly used materials and require new designs with different grades and manufacturing methods. Unfortunately, this
causes many new challenges with respect to design, manufacturing process, and production cost or production cycle. In
contrast, the development time of car platforms has shortened dramatically, meaning that reducing the number of real
prototypes is essential to ensure goals are still reached on time. In order to be able to replace real prototypes, virtual
prototypes must obviously be as precise as the real ones.
To answer this challenge, sheet metal forming has moved on to die face design based on B-spline geometry in order to
save time in the interaction with CAD, in the iterative process of part development and tooling. Any possible hold due to
required changes in geometry must be removed. Tool surfaces, and tool and blank meshes must be precise to guarantee
an accurate description of contact surfaces and accurate simulation results – and this as early as possible in the process.
There must be no trade-offs with the time needed to set up a simulation model nor simulation time. All physical effects
of the process must be captured accurately.
Hot forming is a process that involves additional engineering challenges next to traditional tasks known from cold
forming. Hot forming die face and die process engineering will be illustrated with a realistic dash panel example – from
customer request to virtual reality, including the following virtual engineering steps:
•

Quoting: Blank unfolding/flattening, nesting, material usage and price for the part, thinning/strains/FLD estimation based on one step simulation

•

Die face design: Tipping with automatic minimization of draw depth and undercut, part preparation like closing
holes, smoothing of the part outline and a powerful part surface extension functionality, binder surface creation
through dedicated parametric 2D profiles and a powerful export functionality that allows forwarding most of the
required process information to PAM-STAMP, making it possible to start a standard drawing simulation with only
a few clicks

•

Feasibility and validation of forming: Transport, gravity, stamping, reliability of hardening, die spotting, unloading, cooling on air, distortion

•

Validation of the cooling channel design: Via heat transfer and link with forming or via computational fluid
dynamics and conjugate heat transfer

•

Virtual inspection of a complete hot forming line including simulation results in a virtual reality system
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Fig. 1: The complete process illustrated

MATERIAL COST ESTIMATION
Car bodies are made from a few hundreds metal parts. In the production process, these three-dimensional parts are cut
from two-dimensional sheet metal before they are press-formed and (spot- or laser) welded together by robots. The
two-dimensional sheet metal is available as long rolls, better known as ‘coils’, which can have different widths, numerous
material properties and variable prices and nowadays can even have different thickness along the roll. Taking the final part
geometry as a starting point, the application can quickly develop the minimum flattened blank outline and determine the
optimal nesting layout in the coil corresponding to the lowest material cost. The following describes in few sentences the
general workflow and available functionalities to effectively perform the job-to-be-done.

PART GEOMETRY DEFINITION
The part can be imported as a surface or solid model. Dedicated functionality for extracting the top and bottom surface of
the solid model, as well as generation of the mid-surface are available in order to calculate correctly the flattening of the
part geometry at the neutral fiber. The selected part can be assigned with required material and thickness information.

BLANK OUTLINE DEFINITION
The bidding solution is based on a one-step solver. In no time it determines accurately the flattened blank outline (even if
undercut areas exist), based on the full 3-D part model and few process parameters like restraining force, material definition and thickness. In addition to the developed blank outline, part feasibility can also be directly and thoroughly analyzed through various contours like thinning, thickness and forming limit diagram (FLD). Direct import of a blank outline is
supported as well. It is also possible to import one or more optimized blank outlines generated with e.g. an incremental
simulation.

NESTING
The developed blank outline can be used in the nesting process. The outline can be smoothened and can be applied with or
without addendum region generation through constant offset of the outline. Multiple nesting layouts are supported like “One
up”, “Two up”, “Mirror” and “Transfer Die” for optimal material utilization calculation.

AUTOMATIC REPORTING
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The solution includes a fast and automated report generator for quotation of the part material. This functionality includes
export of material utilization, fall off, pitch, coil width, blank area and pictures of the nesting sequence and developed blank
outline.

Fig. 2: Material cost estimation - Blank outline and nesting

DIE FACE DESIGN NEXT GENERATION
Nowadays die face design is moving towards CAD environment. Iterations are done directly inside CAD and on native CAD
data. The tool used for die face design must support the user in all phases of the process design cycle: from the very early
conception phase, through feasibility studies until the final validation. An optimum with respect to performance and accuracy needs to be established for each of these separate steps. Die face design should be based on B-Spline geometry in order
to keep the solution fast, powerful, flexible and compliant to the automotive industry standards. Any possible hold due to
required changes in geometry must be removed. Surfaces must be accurate to guarantee an accurate description of contact
surfaces and accurate simulation results – as early as possible

CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
Automotive sheet metal forming parts come from the design department and often consider only aesthetics (outer panels) or
functionality (reinforcements, beams etc.). Normally no, or very little, consideration is given to manufacturability. This is the
job of the process design department or toolmaker: find ways to create the part in a robust and cost-optimized way. In most
cases the time-pressure is huge (and ever increasing), but still many variants of the die face design and process need to be
considered before an optimum (manufacturability and cost!) is found.
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Typical Workflow
Starting from the part geometry, a first die face design for the first draw die is quickly drafted and evaluated for general feasibility like occurrences of cracks and wrinkles. As the first design will not normally fulfil all criteria, iteration loops are run to
optimize the die face design and stamping process parameters. These iterations normally consist out of the following: Complete or partial part modifications coming from the design department, geometrical addendum modifications to eliminate
wrinkles, cracks or to optimize the trimming conditions, process modifications to overcome cracks and wrinkles and improve
the general robustness of the process, reduction of blank size for material cost optimization, propose part modifications in
case a feasible or robust process cannot be guaranteed.

Fig. 2 – Die Face Design based on CATIA DIEMAKER

FAST LINK WITH SIMULATION TO MINIMIZE THE TIME TO SET UP A SIMULATION AND
SPENT FOR ITERATIONS
Support for the many iterations, which is characteristic of the early design phase of a car project, is covered through a dedicated link between both the die face design and the simulation environment. The final goal of virtual prototyping is to get
the part out of the press ‘right first time’. However, this requires beforehand a fast number of iterations within the simulation
environment to come to a robust and feasible solution for the production of the component. The first simulation will usually
be far from the final feasible design. In addition, the part geometry itself will frequently change during this phase: small features can be added or removed, or parts can be completely re-designed. Historically the CAD model of the tool was imported
without additional supporting information. A blank outline and drawbeads (if required) had to be defined along with their
data and properties, resulting in time-consuming generation of the final tooling. This resulted in cumbersome and time-consuming iteration with a lot of manual work for the engineer, and with a huge risk for project delays and budget overspending.
On top of that, also errors appeared between subsequent iterations. All of ESI-Group’s solutions for die face design include a
streamlined and efficient transition between die face design and the simulation based analysis tool, by reducing the amount
of required user-interaction to an absolute minimum. smoothened and can be applied with or without addendum region generation through constant offset of the outline. Multiple nesting layouts are supported like “One up”, “Two up”, “Mirror” and
“Transfer Die” for optimal material utilization calculation.
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Fig. 3 – Quick link with simulation

The quick link with simulation saves up to 80% of the time needed for setting up a draw die simulation. Not only are
geometrical data (like punch and binder geometry) transferred, but also process data like binder forces, binder travel
distances, part material definition and thickness and material offset direction and finally car and tipping system of coordinates are kept in order to enable advanced inter-disciplinary engineering.

ACCUATE NUMERICAL METHODS – KEY FOR ACCURATE VIRTUAL PROTOTYPING
Accurate contact permanently prohibits the nodes of the blank sheet from any penetration of the volume of the element
of the tool during a calculation. The nodes are kept exactly at the surface of the element owing to the contact forces being
precisely calculated.
Today, all explicit simulations in PAM-STAMP are carried out with accurate contact and high quality numerical settings,
no matter if in the feasibility or validation stage. Accurate contact is applied to huge simulation models with 10 million or
more degrees of freedom. At the same time, the explicit method with many short time steps allows for the precise integration of the material history in the drawing phase. It is not possible to run accurate contact with many short time steps
on large models with implicit solutions because it would be too time consuming.
Working with accurate contact, short time steps to integrate the material law accurately and from the beginning accurate
numerical settings has several advantages:
• There is no risk of finding - late and thus costly - issues like cracks or wrinkles in the validation phase, just because of
different (contact or numerical) settings in the feasibility stage. Accurate contact in all simulation stages and providing
an accurate representation of the tool topology and tool mesh from the beginning helps to avoid this problem, which
otherwise can take a lot of time to compensate for the encountered issues.

• The accurate computation of plasticity and residual stresses after forming is guaranteed
• The press force is predicted precisely
• Accurate contact and ironing are the basis for accurate die spotting – which can save a lot of time especially in the development of a press hardening die

Accurate contact is relatively computational intensive. However, with the new triple speed mode in PAM-STAMP, simulations
with accurate numerical settings are now also possible even in the earliest stage of the project. Consequently, any numerical
compromises in the feasibility stage can now be discarded.
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TRIPLE SPEED MODE FOR EXPLICIT SIMULATIONS
A new solver option in PAM-STAMP allows analysis speed up in the same manner as conventional numerical tuning, but without a loss in quality. This is shown with a body-side from the Mitsubishi Outlander.

Fig. 4: Comparison of results – with and without triple speed mode

Specifically, a 3-4X analysis speed up in the drawing phase, with no associated loss of quality, allows these high quality feasibility studies to be completed within the same time constraints as conventional feasibility studies. In combination with multi-core
processors, very short simulation times can be achieved. With the new solver option and a four core CPU, a total speed up of
12-15 X is possible compared to a one core simulation without the new solver option. Simulation times are now short enough
for formability stage precision to be used in the early feasibility phase – all with precision forming quality provided by PAMSTAMP. Consequently, it is no longer necessary to tune explicitly simulations by numerical means i.e. mass scaling, numerical
settings, mesh coarsening etc. - to achieve feasibility run time and consequently pay with a loss of quality. Moderate baseline
settings can be used in the feasibility stage. Because the new solver development is not at the expense of quality, it is also
applicable in the validation / formability phase. Consequently, it is possible to achieve, with standard baseline settings for conservative engineering, the same simulation time as with tuned baseline settings, or even less. With the new solver, it is also no
longer necessary to use coarser meshes or any other kind of model simplifications to achieve less simulation time. This allows
for high-quality results with a reasonable simulation time at the earliest stage possible. The figure above shows the efficiency
of the triple speed mode. The model used for the verification was provided from Mitsubishi Motors. Without loss of quality,
calculations with triple speed mode are faster by a factor of 3.7 compared to the normal mode.

HIGH QUALITY RESULTS WITHOUT TRADE-OFF IN COST OR TIME
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As a consequence of all the new developments, trade-offs between simulation time and result quality can now be discarded,
and realistic virtual prototyping is now possible. The tools for die face design from ESI produce high quality die faces based
on B-Spline geometry, which represent an accurate description of the contact surfaces. An automatic transfer of data to
PAM-STAMP and set up of the drawing simulation minimizes work time. Iterations on part geometry, die face, binder, draw
beads and any other process related parameters are completed in no time. Today, the PAM-STAMP solver always works with
accurate contact in the drawing operation, no trade-offs in numerical settings and, if needed, with geometrical draw beads
and any advanced material model for the yield surface and hardening. The new triple speed mode in conjunction with four or
eight core parallel processing delivers simulation results in a breath-taking short response time, even on low cost computers.
Simulation times are amazingly short on computers with eight cores, a solid-state drive, and a more recent processor. The
speed up with an eight-core configuration and triple speed mode can be up to 20 against a single core configuration with no
triple speed option. This allows constant high quality results from early feasibility to high-end formability, and consequently
the minimization of the overall engineering cost.

FORMING PROCESS – FEASIBILITY AND VALIDATION
PROCESS
The forming simulation is for the illustrated example done in six steps: Transport, gravity, stamping, quenching, unloading,
and cooling on air.
In the stamping simulation model, the lower die is held with a significant force (during the whole stamping process) in the upper position until the punch is in the closed position. The closed upper and lower die are moved during flanging by the punch
until the stop position of the punch is reached. The flanging dies do not move. There is no lower stop for the lower die, and
no spacer. In the quenching stage, punch & flanging tools are static; the lower die is kept fixed with a significant force. After
unloading, the blank will cool on air.

Fig 5: Illustration of the 6 forming steps

IMPORTANT RESULTS
To judge virtually a hot forming process, particular results are of interest.
• Percentage thinning – The most important result to make sure that crash performance is still to specifications and no cracks
will occur.
• Wrinkles – They often come and go in hot forming because they are in most cases not controlled by blankholder forces and
drawbeads. It is thus most important to check that wrinkles are flattened out at the end and do not fold.

• Temperature, cooling rates and microstructure – The most important results to make sure that the hardness (also a computed result) of the formed part is to specifications. Hardness is a function of chemistry and cooling rates that are computed
based on the temperature history. Temperature and microstructure are a function of chemistry, thermo-physical properties,
contact pressure, blank thickness and cooling capability.
• Distortion – To make sure parts are within defined tolerances.

PERCENT THINNING
Percent thinning shows positive and negative changes in the nominal blank thickness. Blue wavy sections indicate wrinkles.
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• Die spotting – To guarantee that 90% or more of the die face do exceed a minimum contact pressure that is required to
achieve the necessary temperature levels at the end of quenching in the planed cycle time.

Fig. 6: Percent thinning versus nominal blank thickness

WRINKLES
Especially in a hot forming process, wrinkles can come and go. In case not flattened out at the end they could even destroy a
die. PAM-STAMP simulates wrinkles with no compromises – as they would occur in reality, including folding. Only an explicit
simulation scheme can do that – thanks to the many small time steps and the ability to manage significant geometrical nonlinearity without slowing down or even stopping the simulation.
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Fig. 7: Evolution of wrinkles during forming

DIE SPOTTING
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For the evaluation of temperature, microstructure and distortion there are two options available.
• A first evaluation with the nominal die surface
• A precise evaluation with a spotted die surface as used in production
Only with a spotted die surface it is possible to get realistic results. With PAM-STAMP, it is possible to generate an as spotted die
surface and process both types of simulations.

Fig. 8: Spotted (blue) and non-spotted (red) die face

TEMPERATURE, MICROSTRUCTURE AND DISTORTION
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Below illustrated are a few typical results. It is clearly visible that the process is OK when using the spotted die face. The
results with the spotted die face are always on the right side. The difference in the final distortion is about a factor of 2.
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Fig. 9: Temperature at the end of quenching – Spotted (right) and not spotted die face

Fig. 10: Martensite formation at the end of quenching – Spotted (right) and not spotted die face
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Fig. 11: Distortion after cooling on air – Spotted (right) and not spotted die face
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COOLING CHANNEL DESIGN
Cooling channel design at AP&T is being done by the demands of the tool e.g.: part shape (geometry), cycle time, volume, …
5-Axis Milling
Typically, the diameter of the 5-Axis drilled holes is a function of the total volume available at the press. Ideally, the tool should
use 100% of the water available to maximize the cooling capabilities of the water supply.
Vertical drilled holes, “Baffles”
Baffles can be used in situations where the form depth or shape exceeds the manufacturing capabilities. Baffles are an effective
cooling solution. However they create a significant pressure increase within the cooling system and should only be used when
required.
The cooling channel design can be evaluated either with a heat transfer analysis that takes into account the details from the
stamping and quenching simulation and cycle times, or with a fully coupled conjugate heat transfer analysis.
These delivers engineering insight into pressure drops, coolant velocity, coolant temperature, heat transfer in the cooling channels and die face temperatures.
The heat transfer analysis below shows temperature peaks between the die blocks of the initial design. The final design does
not show those peaks any more.

VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality is used to review the complete engineering of hot forming lines. The major parts of a hot forming line are
embedded into a virtual factory. The usage of this VR System (IC.IDO, ESI) enables reviewing the whole process sequence by
flying through the press hardening line. It allows seeing potential error sources and sequence failures. It is even possible to
integrate results computed with sheet metal forming simulation. For complex projects it is worth using IC.IDO to be able to
reduce the lead time.
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Fig. 12: Die face temperature after a few cycles – initial design with temperature peaks. The final design does not show those peaks any more.

Fig. 13: Blank temperature displayed in the production line in the virtual reality system IC.IDO
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ESI boasts a unique know-how in Virtual Product Engineering, based on an integrated suite of coherent, industryoriented applications. Addressing manufacturing industries, Virtual Product Engineering aims to replace
physical prototypes by realistically simulating a product’s behavior during testing, to fine-tune fabrication and
assembly processes in accordance with desired product performance, and to evaluate the impact of product use
under normal or accidental conditions.
ESI’s solutions fit into a single collaborative and open environment for End-to-End Virtual Prototyping. These
solutions are delivered using the latest technologies, including immersive Virtual Reality, to bring products to
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